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Abstract: Itanium® 2-based solutions are gaining rapidly on SPARC® in the marketplace, as more and 
more companies migrate aging SPARC-based applications onto Itanium 2-based servers to boost 
performance, reduce cost and risk, and provide themselves with more and better options moving 
forward. This paper explores the key reasons for choosing Itanium 2-based systems over Sun’s SPARC 
architecture for mission-critical enterprise and technical applications.

Itanium® 2-based Solutions versus Sun’s SPARC® Architecture
Reducing Risk and Building a More Solid Foundation for Business Success
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Introduction

“Traditional IT infrastructure has been a static, brittle and costly proposition for most 
enterprises.”

— The Itanium® Solutions Alliance Brings Investment Protection to Enterprise Computing, by 
Matthew Eastwood, IDC Analyst, September 2005.

Ever since the dot com bust of 2000 and 2001, Sun has been challenged to keep pace with faster-
moving competitors. Those challenges have grown with the emergence of Itanium® 2-based solutions, 
which provide more powerful, flexible and cost-effective alternatives for high-end enterprise and 
technical computing. Thousands of businesses are migrating mission-critical applications to Itanium 
2-based systems to free themselves from the high costs and limitations of a RISC-based architecture 
that ties their infrastructure—and their business—to a single vendor. The scope of this migration can be 
seen in the marketplace, where Itanium 2-based solutions are rapidly gaining ground (Figure 1).

Unlike SPARC*-based servers, Itanium 
2-based systems are being developed 
and supported by a large community of 
vendors. The architecture has proven itself 
in tens of thousands of mission-critical 
deployments; is being widely used across 
diverse operating environments (Linux, 
Windows, UNIX, OpenVMS and more); and 
is helping customers reduce their total costs 
by as much as 50 percent compared to 
comparable RISC-based solutions.  Perhaps 
most importantly, Itanium 2-based solutions 
provide companies with a much broader 
choice of vendors, configurations, operating 
systems and applications, so they can scale 
and adapt their solutions more flexibly, and 
are better positioned for long-term, cost-
effective growth.

This paper compares the two architectures (see the summary in Table 1), and outlines key reasons why 
Itanium 2-based solutions offer better value and lower risk than SPARC-based solutions across a wide 
range of business and IT environments.

Explore the Full Range of Itanium® 2-based Solutions
Visit the Alliance Solutions Catalog for a comprehensive list of Itanium 2-based hardware and software options: 
https://www.itaniumsolutionsalliance.org/programs/solutions_catalog/
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Table 1. Intel® Itanium® Microarchitecture versus SPARC Architecture1

Capabilities Intel® Itanium® 
Microarchitecture SPARC Architecture

SMP Scalability
Processors per Server2

Addressable Memory Globally 
Shared Memory

512
1,024 TB

60 TB

128
1,024 TB
576 GB 

Performance
SPECfp2000 (single processor) 
SPECint2000 (single processor)

2712
1590

1353
845

Virtualization Hard and soft partitioning. Soft partitioning.  Hard partitioning in 
high-end only.

Availability 99.99999%3; multiple vendors 
support mission-critical availability. Supports mission-critical availability.

System Vendors 75 4

Operating Systems
10, with broad deployments 
running Windows, Linux, UNIX and 
OpenVMS.

Solaris and Linux, but more than 90% 
of systems ship with Solaris.

Applications Over 7,000 and growing rapidly (plus 
all x86-compatible applications4)

Thousands of applications, but no 
support for Windows or x86-based 
applications.

TCO Users report up to 50 percent lower TCO for Itanium-based solutions versus 
comparable RISC-based implementations5

Momentum has Shifted to Itanium 2-based Solutions

“At IDC, we saw approximately $3 billion of Itanium sales in the past four years being met with 
nearly $3 billion in the next 15 months…”

— Vernon Turner, IDC.

Over the past few years, Intel® Itanium® 2 microarchitecture has emerged as a major force in high-end 
computing. While revenue for SPARC-based servers continues to decline, revenue for Itanium 2-based 
solutions is showing strong growth.2 More than 50 of the world’s 100 largest companies now use 
Itanium 2-based solutions for their mission-critical enterprise and technical computing applications, 
and many thousands of smaller companies have followed suit. Adoption is spreading across virtually 
all geographies. More than 70,000 Itanium 2-based systems have been deployed, and adoption is 
continuing to accelerate.3 Momentum for Itanium 2-based solutions has been particularly strong in 
some of today’s most competitive and compute-intensive industries, including energy, financial services, 
government, healthcare, manufacturing, telecommunications, transportation and retail.

1 For a variety of customer case studies documenting substantial cost savings, visit the Intel Website, at: http://mysearch.intel.com/bizcontent/default.aspx?vs=&q=Ita
nium&contentType=cs
2 Based on IDC Server Tracker reports.
3 Source: The Itanium Solutions Alliance Brings Investment Protection to Enterprise Computing, an IDC white paper by Matthew Eastwood, September, 2005, available 
at: https://www.itaniumsolutionsalliance.org/programs/whitepapers/ISA_Whitepaper.pdf

1 This table shows the highest metric in each category, across all Itanium-based system vendors. Check 
with your preferred vendor for specific metrics per individual system.
2 Capable of supporting a single OS image.
3 Currently the highest off-the-shelf availability in the industry.
4 Itanium-based servers can run any x86 compatible application using the integrated IA-32 Execution Layer.
5 Based on a number of customer reports. Formal studies are currently underway to corroborate savings 
across a wide range of deployments.
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Industry support for Itanium 2-based solutions has also continued to grow, providing businesses with a 
broad range of options for deploying and scaling their solutions.

• 10 Operating Systems—Itanium 2-based servers support Windows, UNIX, leading versions of 
Linux, and several mainframe-class operating systems. This flexible support makes it easier for 
companies to integrate Itanium 2-based servers into their existing environments, and simplifies 
the consolidation of multiple operating systems onto a single server or blade frame. It also allows 
businesses to repurpose existing servers if and when their OS strategy changes.

Almost all of the SPARC-based systems being sold today run on Solaris. Linux can 
technically run on SPARC-based systems, but few customers have found reason to do 
so.  If customers decide to deploy operating systems other than Solaris on SPARC-
based servers, they should look closely at the level of support they can expect to 
receive in the marketplace.

Innovation on Itanium® 2-based Systems
A broad community of developers is pushing the boundaries of high-end computing on Itanium® 2-based systems. A 
few of the many examples include:

• Next-Generation Enterprise Security—The Intel® Itanium® 2 microarchitecture provides unique security 
capabilities, and is being used to power next-generation security appliances that will help solve some of today’s 
most critical challenges. For more information, visit the Secure64 Website, at: http://www.secure64.com/

• Legacy Application Hosting—Application binaries for a Power, PowerPC*, MIPS*, x86 or mainframe processor 
can be run on Itanium 2-based systems with near-native performance. For more information, see www.transitive.com

4 According to a recent article in Linux-Watch, “People buy SPARC to run Solaris. Period. No one buys SPARC to run Linux.” Source: Linux on SPARC? Again!?, Steven J. 
Vaughan-Nichols, Linux-Watch, December 12, 2005; available at: http://www.linux-watch.com/news/NS2510787180.html

Almost all of the SPARC-based 
systems being sold today run 
on Solaris. Linux can technically 
run on SPARC-based systems, 
but few customers have found 
reason to do so.4  If customers 
decide to deploy operating 
systems other than Solaris on 
SPARC-based servers, they 
should look closely at the level 
of support they can expect to 
receive in the marketplace.
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• More than 7,000 applications—A scarcity of optimized applications was an early roadblock to 
adoption of Itanium 2-based solutions, but that is no longer the case. The number of applications 
has doubled in the last 12-months, and complete solution stacks are now available across a wide 
range of application categories. Support is particularly strong for HPC and technical computing; 
database, data warehousing and business intelligence solutions; and large, mission-critical ERP and 
CRM applications. The Itanium® Solutions Alliance has been formed to further accelerate application 
porting across key application categories and vertical industries, and these efforts will add to the 
momentum that already exists. In time, the breadth and depth of application support is likely to 
become one of the key advantages of Itanium 2-based solutions.

With its history and large installation base, SPARC unquestionably supports a 
wide range of applications. Yet its current software strategy, including both open 
source Solaris and the Java Enterprise System*, are facing tough challenges in the 
marketplace.5 In addition, Sun is moving toward a radically parallel processor design 
with its new Chip Multithreading (CMT) architecture (see next section). In our opinion, 
optimizing for this new architecture on both Solaris and Linux on SPARC—while 
providing a full range of middleware products—is likely to stretch Sun’s engineering 
resources.

• Numerous platform vendors—The multi-vendor support for Itanium 2-based servers provides 
customers with more choice, better value and long-term investment protection. An extensive 
array of systems and configurations are available, and customers benefit from having a large 
number of vendors competing for their business on a single architecture. They can also count 
on broad and rapid innovation. Different vendors are pushing the boundaries of Itanium 2-based 
solutions in different areas, from traditional enterprise solutions, to high-density blade systems, 
to supercomputing via large SMP systems, massive clusters and Grid technologies. The large, 
cumulative investment provides fertile ground for advancing the architecture and for delivering an 
increasingly broad and diverse solutions portfolio in the years ahead.

A decade ago, more than a dozen companies offered servers based on the SPARC 
processor. That is no longer the case, and businesses that rely on the SPARC 
architecture have limited options in terms of products and vendors. Though innovation 
continues on the SPARC architecture, it will be hard for SPARC vendors to match the 
cumulative investment and innovation supported by the much larger community of 
vendors supporting Itanium 2-based solutions.

A Reliable Roadmap for Future Growth

Today’s Itanium 2-based systems already deliver better performance than comparable SPARC-based 
systems across a wide range of industry benchmarks, applications and customer workloads. The next-
generation, dual-core Intel Itanium 2 processor, code-named Montecito, doubles performance (Figure 3) 
and includes a number of additional advances, including silicon-level support for virtualization, multi-
threading (two software threads per core), new RAS features and better power efficiency. The vendor 
community is delivering complementary advances at the system level, and some of today’s Itanium 
2-based platforms will support seamless upgrades to the new, dual-core processor.

5 According to a recent CNET article, “…in a September survey by Merrill Lynch of 100 chief information officers about their preferences for server software, not one 
said he or she was interested in buying more Sun server software.” Source: Sun’s gloomy side, Stephen Shankland, CNET News.com, October 18, 2005, available at: 
http://news.com.com/Suns+gloomy+side/2100-1010_3-5898365.html
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This performance doubling is just one step in a 
long-term technology roadmap that will continue 
to increase performance and price/performance. 
The Intel Itanium microarchitecture is younger than 
SPARC and other RISC architectures,6 and was 
specifically designed to scale as workloads and 
data requirements increase. It supports up to a 
petabyte of addressable memory (1,000 terabytes), 
highly parallel throughput and an exceptionally large 
number of computational registers. It is also uniquely 
designed to allow software compilers to find and 
exploit opportunities for enhanced parallelism. This 
will enable additional performance scaling via code 
optimization, without requiring major investments 
from individual OS and application vendors.7

Sun stopped development on its UltraSPARC V* 
processor in mid-2004, and turned to another vendor 
to drive the development of a follow-on processor for 
the server families that will replace its UltraSPARC Sun 
Fire* line.8 At the same time, Sun refocused its internal 
development efforts on a line of multi-core processors 
based on its CMT architecture, the first of which has 
been released as the UltraSPARC T1* processor. This processor is optimized for heavily-threaded 
workloads. Since it relies on simpler versions of older UltraSPARC processors, it does not deliver the 
single-thread, per-core performance needed to meet the latency requirements of today’s back-end 
business applications. In addition, the large number of cores (up to eight cores per processor and four 
threads per core) raise concerns about software optimization.9

Though Sun has plans for delivering a second-generation UltraSPARC T1 (called ROCK) with eight 
threads per core in a year or so, per core performance is likely to remain an issue, and customers 
have no guarantee that ROCK will be able to meet the heavy and growing demands of back-end 
applications.10 This introduces risk and uncertainty in an area where businesses can least afford 
it: their business-critical application environments. All Itanium 2-based solutions are built around a 
single, consistent processor architecture with a track record of continuous performance scaling and a 
published roadmap for future development from the world’s leading supplier of microprocessors. 
As workloads continue to increase, the proven capabilities of Itanium 2-based solutions and the 
consistency of successive Intel Itanium 2 processor generations will provide businesses with a more 
reliable and predictable path for long-term growth.

Greater Flexibility for Growing Your Business

The Intel Itanium 2 microarchitecture was specifically designed to deliver high-end scalability for 
mission-critical, 64-bit enterprise and technical applications. Today’s largest Itanium 2-based server 
supports up to 512 processors and up to 60 terabytes of globally shared memory. These resources 
can be shared among multiple software stacks, or they can be devoted to a single image of a standard 

6 SPARC-based systems first shipped in 1987; the Intel® Itanium® microarchitecture was announced in 1995.
7 According to an article in InfoWorld, “The compiler is the processor for the next 20 years, and IA-64 [Intel® Itanium® microarchitecture] is a compiler’s dream date. 
I’m bullish on IA-64 because a dream world of compilers that take their sweet time to build and optimize but that produce mind-blowing code will surface there first.” 
Source: The CPU’s next 20 years, by Tom Yager, September 7, 2005; http://www.infoworld.com/article/05/09/07/37OPcurve_1.html
8 For details, see the 2004 eWeek article, Sun, Fujitsu to Merge SPARC Development Efforts , by Jeffrey Burt, eWeek.com, June 1, 2004.
9 According to David Yen, executive vice president of Sun’s scalable systems group: “Today’s software will work on CMT chips, but must be optimized to work well.” 
Source: Sun burnishes next-gen Sparc chips, CNET News.com, February 3, 2005, http://news.com.com/Sun+burnishes+next-gen+Sparc+chips/2100-1006_3-5561693.
html
10 Gartner has made the following recommendations: “They [customers] should evaluate Sun’s chip multithreading, as manifested by Niagara, as a technology for 
selected network-facing applications, but should be aware that the product will not necessarily deliver similar improvements for computing-intensive loads, as 
envisioned by the yet-to-be-released Rock.” Source: Sun’s Cancellation of UltraSPARC V Signals Shifting Vision, George J. Weiss, Martin Reynolds, Paul McGuckin, 
Gartner, April 19, 2004.
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Figure 3. The next-generation, dual-core Intel® 
Itanium® 2 processor doubles the performance 
of its predecessor, providing another step 
in the ongoing evolution of Itanium-based 
solutions.
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Linux operating system. At the other extreme, businesses can scale out their applications on affordable 
2-way servers and blades. Both the smallest and largest Itanium 2-based servers can be clustered 
and Grid-enabled to address the most intense performance requirements in commercial and research 
environments.

Itanium 2-based servers also deliver flexible support for mid-range requirements. Systems are available 
with 16, 32, 64 or 128 processors, including standard enterprise-class servers, mainframe-class 
systems and blade frames. The portfolio of Itanium 2-based solutions even includes a blade frame 
capable of supporting 8-way SMP configurations (four 2-way blades linked via a high-speed backplane 
interconnect), which enables companies to host demanding back-end applications in a blade 
environment.11 In contrast, Sun has discontinued its support for blades, leaving Sun customers with 
fewer options for tailoring their solutions to match growing requirements.

Highest Availability at Lower Costs

For years, companies had few alternatives to RISC-based systems for supporting mission-critical 
applications. By incorporating high-end RAS capabilities in a widely supported architecture, the Intel 
Itanium 2 microarchitecture opened the door to cost-effective alternatives that deliver comparable or 
better availability. An Itanium 2-based system now supports 7-nines availability (99.99999 percent 
uptime)12, the highest out-of-the-box availability in the industry, and that is just one option among many. 
Multiple Itanium 2-based system vendors now offer highly robust, fully-redundant solutions. They also 
provide the level of support needed to enable uninterrupted operation for enterprise-critical applications. 

The flexibility of Itanium 2-based solutions extends these advantages by enabling businesses to 
optimize availability versus cost across all their applications. High-availability solutions are supported in 
UNIX, Linux, Windows and mainframe-class environments. This frees businesses to meet their evolving 
high availability requirements in the most cost-effective way. For example, as transaction volumes grow 
on existing Linux- and Windows-based applications, companies can use Itanium 2-based servers to 
increase scalability and availability without the risk and expense of a major OS migration. They can also 
use Itanium 2-based systems to replace aging proprietary RISC-based platforms, so they can improve 
performance and reduce costs, while maintaining the highest levels of availability.

Standardization for Better Business Value

With their support for multiple operating systems, Itanium 2-based systems open the door to deploying 
a single hardware architecture across the full range of high-end enterprise requirements. This can 
simplify infrastructure solutions and allow IT organizations to streamline many of their management 
procedures and training requirements. It also provides a more flexible platform for consolidating multiple 
operating environments on virtualized servers. With SPARC’s limited OS support, it does not offer this 
same level of flexibility. Linux and Windows are continuing to grow into highest reaches of the enterprise 
datacenter, and Itanium 2-based servers offer better support for these operating systems, while also 
supporting a number of UNIX and vendor-specific OS solutions.

11 For information, see the Hitachi product brochure at: http://www.hitachi.us/supportingdocs/forbus/ssg/bladesymphony/bladesymphony_brochure.pdf
12 For details, see the HP product brochure, at: http://h71028.www7.hp.com/ERC/downloads/4AA0-0557ENW.pdf. (With 7-nines availability, an average system will run 20 
years without scheduled or unscheduled downtime.)
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Conclusion

Itanium 2-based solutions are providing businesses with a flexible and cost-effective alternative to 
Sun’s SPARC and other RISC architectures. As a result, businesses no longer have to tie themselves 
to a single vendor to support their most demanding enterprise and technical applications. Instead, 
they can access the broad range of servers, vendors, operating systems, applications and solution 
providers offered by the Itanium 2-based solutions community. They can achieve the highest levels 
of performance, scalability and availability for mission-critical applications, reduce their total cost of 
ownership by as much as 50 percent, and establish a flexible infrastructure that can be scaled and 
adapted more easily as requirements and technologies evolve.

Thousands of companies are using Itanium 2-based solutions to transition from aging and costly 
RISC-based systems for new deployments, and for consolidating large numbers of existing 
Windows and Linux servers. In the process, they are moving toward a more flexible and affordable 
computing infrastructure supported by a large vendor community and the world’s leading supplier 
of microprocessors. They are also positioning themselves to compete more effectively in today’s 
challenging business environment.
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